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Wholesale Health Ltd and Good Health Naturally Ltd –
The history of two Family Companies.

 
Good Health Naturally was founded by Robert Redfern to provide a 'not for profit' company

delivering real health to the family and e�ective products exclusively to the independents and natural 
health practitioners. Inspired by her father, Robert’s daughter Lucy started  Wholesale Health Ltd in 2001

to distribute Good Health Naturally products to independent stores and wholesalers

Today 20 million people have visited the web sites 
around the world and hundreds of thousand claim 
life-changing benefits. Continuing to provide free 
education through 'Naturally Healthy News' in the 
independent health stores.

2002 Naturally Healthy News and Robert’s Health Books were launched to the WWW.
2003 – 2018 GHN expanded its range of supplements to help all of the conditions needing support 
shown in Robert’s Health books. 2008 Good Health Coaching was launched using qualified Nutritionists 
to support Health Stores and supplement users to get the best results.

2001 Lucy Redfern, daughter of Anne and Robert, 
founded Wholesale Health which was launched to 
service the sales to independent Health Stores.

2000 Good Health Naturally was Launched with the introduction of 
Serrapeptase to the WWW shortly followed by Maxi Focus in 2001.

96 They launched their first range of nutritional supplements including ActiveLife and 
MSM+Silver Drops.

Anne Redfern found the e�ects of Electro-Acupuncture worked on her father’s arthritic knee and using 
the research from Dr. Julian Kenyon MD developed the advanced HealthPoint Kit which was launched at 
the Ideal Home Show in London in 1992. In 93 The HealthPoint was then launched in the USA and 
Canada and then gradually around the world.

Roberts interest in health solidified after the premature death of his parents where he 
developed his research into natural health. In 89 Robert patented the first smartwatch to 
measure the level of stress in the wearer. The world was not ready and the patent was 
allowed to lapse. The family moved from Wales to start a health business in Cheshire.

Where it all began – The Redfern family had a smallholding in Wales with goats, ducks and as much 
homegrown produce as possible. Anne, Robert and their 3 Children Nick, Lucy, Olivia, and Rosie the Red 
Setter.

‘Follow GoodHealthNaturally
and WholesaleHealth on… 


